political cartoons of immigration
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introduction

since the 1800,s mexicans have not been allowed in the united states because they were not born here so they would have to be legalized as a us citizen but they have to wait about a decade to get their green. most migrants cross the border and live in the united states as an illegal immigrant.
she just got robbed and now she is getting arrested because she's Mexican.
immigration in the US.

Obama wanted this illegal migrant to get this immigration law through Congress so that he wouldn't have to do it himself and that would only make it worse for her.
NO BABY. IT'S NOT LEGAL TO BE WHO YOU ARE... IT'S JUST GOING TO FEEL LIKE IT IS.
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Conclusion

I learned that crossing the border is very dangerous and that Mexicans get treated like animals because they are a different race and they are from a different state. I personally think that immigration should be legal because everyone should be treated equally.